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Welcome to the 2020
edition of our Hope Annual

WELCOME

We have all experienced some changes to our lives due to the
current world-wide COVID-19 pandemic. Social distancing from
family and friends and changes to health and social care supports is
no doubt challenging for many. It is important to ask for help if you
are experiencing anxiety or feeling overwhelmed by your current
situation.
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AWARENESS

HDAI’s website provides information updates on COVID-19 and on some
of the resources available to support us during this time. This includes tips
on exercising at home from the European Huntington’s Disease Network
and some coping tips from the Psychological Society of Ireland. Seeking
information from trustworthy sources will help avoid the frustration and
anxiety we may encounter with sensational news.
We know that researchers around the world are currently working on a
vaccine for COVID-19. Until there is a vaccine available we can do our
best to follow advice on washing our hands, avoiding touching our faces,
regularly disinfecting home surfaces and maintaining social distancing to
keep our loved ones and ourselves safe.
It is also important to remember that HD researchers, whether at home
or in the laboratory or clinic, continue to focus on Huntington’s disease
research. In his HDBuzz article ‘What does COVID-19 mean
for Huntington’s disease families and HD research?’
https://en.hdbuzz.net/284
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Dr Ed Wild writes:

• Helpful Websites
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“This virus has undoubtedly brought a stressful and scary time for the
entire world, but there have been a few bright spots. And while the
pandemic will eventually fade away, we will be left with its silver lining.
Many have been able to spend additional time at home with loved ones,
even if that means having a computer on their lap. Scientific discoveries are
being made at break-neck speed as the global research community comes
together to fight a common goal. And last but not least, dogs around the
world are rejoicing that their 2 legged friends are spending every night
staying in. So stay safe and stay healthy, for this too shall pass”.
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We hope you enjoy our 2020 edition of our Hope Annual. Thanks to all who have contributed
to this edition by submitting articles, sharing photos and suggestions for content. If you
have suggestions or content for future editions or for our quarterly newsletters please email
us at info@huntingtons.ie - Your story or contribution can be anonymous. We welcome your
feedback.
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THE YEAR REVIEWED
Annual Members Meeting & Respite Weekend
HDAI’s 2019 Members Meeting and respite weekend was held
at Cuisle Holiday Centre, in Donammon Co. Roscommon.
Over fifty people attended on Saturday with the majority
enjoying the weekend at Cuisle.

Members Meeting
Physiotherapy in HD: Strategies for Self-management
Muthu Thangaramanujam, B. Physio, Dip. ST., MISCP, Senior
Physiotherapist at Bloomfield Health Services delivered an
engaging talk on “Physiotherapy in HD: Strategies for Selfmanagement” at our Annual Members Meeting last June.
He reminded us of the physical and social benefits of activity
and exercise for people living with HD; exercising with a
friend, caregiver or group of peers can add to the enjoyment
of activities. Muthu provided tips to exercise safely and
maximise the benefit of activities including:
• Keep good posture and engage core muscles to help
maintain balance
• High laced shoes offer more support
• Visualise exercise in advance and be mindful while
carrying out the exercise
• Practice a good breathing technique to assist with
stamina and relaxation.
Before commencing any exercise programme, Muthu
recommended that a person living with HD should seek
advice from a chartered physiotherapist or their GP. Ideally
cardiovascular exercises could be done for at least 20 minutes
a day, three times a week. This will depend on current levels
of fitness. Muthu advised that if you are comfortable walking
or using an exercise bike 10 minutes a day, they can gradually
increase to 20 minutes. It is important for people living with
HD to maintain or increase calorific intake while exercising
regularly. Exercise should be fast enough to build up a sweat
but slow enough to NOT be out of breath. Care should be
taken to avoid stopping abruptly at the end of an exercise
session by slowing down in order to cool down. If you
become short of breath or have difficulty breathing,
you should stop immediately and see your doctor.

HD Cope
Anne Lennon Bird is a HD family member and advocate and
was invited to join HD Cope as a European representative.
Anne gave an update on the work of HD Cope, established
to give families a direct voice in HD clinical research. HD
COPE members contribute their knowledge about the
complexities of HD to assist in finding the best way forward
for effective and meaningful drug trials. In addition to an
annual face to face meeting the group have regular online collaborations throughout the year. HD COPE met with
Roche representatives before recruitment of their Phase 111
Gene lowering trial, (Generation HD1) in order to provide HD
specific information to inform the design of protocols and
guidelines. This team is proving so effective, that additional
representatives have joined from China, Africa, Australia/ New
Zealand and South America.

Carers Workshop and Relaxation Therapies
Liz O Sullivan, HDAI family Support Officer, held a Family
Caregivers workshop on Saturday morning to allow
participants to share their concerns and receive support from
their peers. Therapies including reflexology, chiropody and
massage were available throughout the day on Saturday.

Cuisle

Dinner, socialising and dancing followed on Saturday evening.
Dee, Joan and Jack helped with the raffle which had a great
collection of prizes thanks to the generosity of attendees.
Comments from members included:
” I am in awe of people with HD and their carers. Carers
selflessly give their time, unending dedication and love to
their loved ones, often with little help or support, and yet
they find time to help and support others in the wider HD
family. Through all of this they keep a sense of fun. With
much appreciation for a very memorable weekend at 		
Cuisle”
” Had a great weekend. Loved seeing everyone again”
” This is the one place no one has to wear a mask, everyone
feels at ease. It’s a place to share stories and tips for 		
newcomers on their journey... Information from the talks is
always interesting and positive. As I leave today I am already
looking forward to seeing everyone again in 363 days“

Muthu Thangaramanujam

It is important to acknowledge and reflect on achievements.
Muthu’s takeaway message was: • Balance • Breathe • Move
• Be Movement Aware • Acknowledge

” Thank you again for all the work and effort that went into
arranging the Cuisle weekend. We found our first visit so
useful and informative, with the speakers very interesting
and all the group members friendly and eager to exchange
views. We certainly hope to be in attendance for next
year’s event”
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Cuisle
The team at Cuisle surpassed expectations with their
friendly and helpful service.

Sadly, the Irish Wheelchair Association announced the
shocking decision to close the centre in November 2019.
HDAI has held its annual conference and respite weekend
at Cuisle for over twenty years. The Cuisle Centre offered
an accessible, friendly and relaxed environment to all. The
closure of this irreplaceable centre is a huge disappointment
to the many people impacted by Huntington’s Disease and
other complex conditions who enjoyed their time there. HDAI
has been among the many stakeholders protesting at this
sudden closure and campaigning for a reopening. Despite
significant protests in Roscommon and Dublin in addition to
an online campaign to highlight the vital need for this facility
the IWA have refused to reverse their decision and have
ended their association with the Cuisle centre.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic HDAI’s 2020 Annual
Conference has been postponed until further notice.

Supports

Annual lunch get together for Dublin, West and Cork Support Meetings

Support for Young People
HDAI recognises the need for young people from HD families
to have support in dealing with the stress and emotional
upheavals of HD. The family support officer’s one to one
meetings include meetings with young people and access to
counselling if required. An assistant grant is available for HD
families who require financial support to allow their children
to participate in sporting or other summer camps.
International Youth Support - Huntington’s Disease Youth
Organisation is an excellent online resource for young people
and also provides practical information for parents and
professionals: http://en.hdyo.org/

Support meetings

Assistance Fund

Support group meetings allow people impacted by HD an
opportunity to avail of peer support and share information
with others who understand HD. The meetings take place
regionally and are facilitated by Liz O’Sullivan, HDAI’s family
Support Officer. HDAI hosts an annual lunch for each regional
support meeting to allow attendees time to socialise.
The following support meetings were held in 2019:

HDAI’s assistance fund is available to individuals or families
who have financial worries around household bills or
unexpected expenses such as: costs associated with hospital
stays, visits to relatives, short breaks for carers, bereavement
costs, winter heating bills, household adaptations and
clothing expenses. Forty eight assistance grants were
allocated in 2019 contributing to costs including: chiropody,
moving house costs, back to school / college, heating
and household bills, family visits, Christmas expenses,
bereavement costs, concert tickets and home care support.

Cork 		

Dublin

March
10 people
October
12 people
November 16 people
			

February
May
August
November

Limerick 		

West

January
April
October

3

19 people
June
5 people		
6 people
December

4 people
3 people
6 people
15 people

CW (Cuisle)
11 people
18 people

Counselling
HDAI provide access to counselling services for people
impacted by HD. Those requiring counselling support are
referred to vetted, qualified therapists throughout Ireland
approved by Counselling accreditation bodies. HDAI received
a grant of €2,650 from TUSLA, Child and Family Agency
towards counselling provision in 2019. Twelve people were
referred for counselling sessions funded by HDAI.
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Aids and Appliances

Presentations featuring people impacted by HD included:

In 2019, HDAI provided funding towards a personal alarm,
specialist footwear and contributed towards the cost of
specialist seating for two people with HD. Information on
specialist chairs and equipment is distributed to Occupational
Therapists and carers on request.

‘Taking Care of HD Patients’ (Anne Lennon Bird participated
in this talk discussing the type of multi-disciplinary care and
support services required for a person living with HD) ‘How to
Contribute to Research’ and ‘Talking About HD in The Family’.

Education and Information
HDAI provide a Freefone helpline for people impacted by
HD on 1800 393939. Family Support Officer Liz O’Sullivan is
available for one-to-one support meetings with individuals /
families affected by HD.
HDAI quarterly newsletters are posted and / or emailed to
those on our mailing list. They are also available online. Our
Annual magazine provides a forum for family members to
share their stories, receive updates on research and get tips
on self-care and health and wellbeing. HDAI welcomes your
contributions and feedback.
Huntington’s Disease Information Booklets, the European
HD Network guidelines for Standards of Care for HD and
conference speakers video presentations are available on the
HDAI website: www.huntingtons.ie

Information Seminars
Care Facilities
Liz (Family Support Officer) and Patricia have given talks on
‘Understanding HD’ to staff in care facilities in Co. Dublin,
Co. Waterford, Co Cork, Co. Meath and Co. Westmeath in
2019. If you would like information sent to a care facility,
please let us know.

European Conference 2019
The European Huntington’s Association Conference ‘Stronger
together - Better together’ took place in Bucharest, Romania
in October 2019. President Astri Arnesen and Ramona
Moldovan of HD Services in Romania gave a welcome address.

Presentations from HD health and social care experts
included tips to support open discussions within families, the
importance of oral care, the benefit of music therapy and
sensory stimulation for HD patients, the need for professionals
to listen to people living with HD and family carers and for
professional carers to seek and share information on the
person’s interests and preferences.
Members of three international HD nondrug studies
gave an overview of their projects:
• HEALTHE-RND: This project aims to use HD to develop an
e-health platform to improve care and support caregivers
• DOMINO-HD is part of the Joint Programme for
Neurodegenerative Disease (JPND) research awards. 		
The DOMINO-HD study (Multi-Domain Lifestyle Targets
for Improving ProgNOsis) is exploring how digital 		
technologies, such as wearable fitness trackers,
can be used to support people with HD.
• CareHD is a Horizon 2020 RISE (Research and Innovation
Staff Exchange) funded project investigating how the use
of Connected Health technologies might support and
improve the lives of people living with HD.
http://www.carehd.eu/
Presentations from companies involved in HD
research included:
• Roche Pharmaceuticals who gave an update on their 		
GENERATION HD1 gene lowering trial.
• Wave Life Sciences spoke about their two gene lowering
trials PRECISION HD1 and PRECISION HD2.
• UniQure will assess the safety and ability of AMT-130,
a gene therapy to lower the problematic huntingtin protein
using a ‘single-shot’ virus delivery system
• Novartis are in the process of developing a clinical trial
to study a huntingtin lowering drug.
The conference also included organised activity sessions to
promote the benefit of exercise for people living with HD and
their families. These included HD walks, a pool session and a
soccer tournament for willing attendees.
Anne O’Shea Clarke, Anne Lennon Bird and Patricia attended
as HDAI representatives and also took part in parallel meetings
for HD Cope and Care HD.
Congratulations to Astri and the EHA Board for a very
informative conference. A more detailed report is available in
HDAI’s 2019 newsletter with presentations available at:
http://eurohuntington.org

Anne Lennon Bird (Centre) and Anne O’Shea Clarke (Right) pictured
with EHA and European friends at EHA 2019
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Psychological Society of Ireland
Neuropsychological Division Annual
Symposium
HDAI were invited to speak at the PSI Division of
Neuropsychology Symposium on December 6th. Grainne,
a member of a HD family and Patricia, Information and
Services Coordinator, spoke about ‘Using Social Media to
Stay Connected’ Grainne shared her experience of growing
up in a HD family and helping to care for her Dad whose
symptoms started when she and her two siblings were young
children. Grainne discussed the struggle of explaining HD
to her friends as a child and how she still finds it difficult to
effectively portray the impact of HD to people unfamiliar with
the condition. She spoke about the advantage of being able
to speak openly about HD with her immediate family when
growing up and to now have close friends who make an
effort to learn about HD and look out for research news.

Fundraising and Grants
HDAI rely on the generosity of family members, friends
and supporters who donate or raise funds to help HDAI
to continue its service.

Walks, Marathons and Sponsorship Events
Sunrise Up Croagh Patrick 2019 - For four years now, the
annual Croagh Patrick climb in July organised by John Kelly
and his family, friends and colleagues has been a marvellous
support to HDAI. In advance of the climb, TY girls at Holy
Child School in Killiney held a bag pack at Dunnes Stores
Cornels Court. Over 100 people climbed or walked to support
Huntington’s Disease, Motor Neuron Disease and Parkinson’s
Disease. We appreciate all the HD family members and friends
who came along or supported the event. In all, HDAI received
a marvellous €9,050 with €25,000 raised in total for the
three charities. The event also raises much needed awareness
for the charities with features on the Ryan Tubridy Show and
Mid West Radio. For information see
https://www.sunriseupcroaghpatrick.com/

SUCP group

Grainne took part in a HDYO European youth camp in 2013
and uses social media to keep in contact with the friends
she met there and appreciates the ease of their ‘shared
understanding’.
Following positive comments on Twitter from Grainne’s
talk, she was asked to write an article for the EHDN March
Newsletter available at: http://www.euro-hd.net/html/
disease/archive/ehdn-newsletter-mar2020.pdf
Patricia spoke about the benefit of social media to a relatively
small organisation like HDAI. Volunteers have very generously
contributed their time and expertise to help build HDAI’s social
media presence in recent years. Social media helps us to keep
informed, to share information with family members and is of
benefit when raising awareness and fundraising. Our YouTube
channel hosts information videos and recordings of HD expert
talks.

Joe Doran’s HD Awareness Walk - Huge thanks to Joe,
Pauline, Anne, Joseph and their extended family and friends
for another successful awareness walk in Lough Key Forest
& Activity Park, Co Roscommon in July, 2019. We had a
wonderful turn out from HD family members and friends
who came from Longford, Limerick, Leitrim, Mayo, Galway,
Roscommon, Sligo, Tipperary, Kilkenny and Dublin. Elizabeth
Earley and friends provided a very enjoyable Irish music
performance at registration. Thanks as always to Louise and
the team at Lough Key for their support and assistance. The
walk raised an amazing €9,397 in 2019.

“It was clear that there was great interest in the room, and
I imagine it went some way towards raising the profile of
HD within our group” - Symposium Attendee.
Check out HDAI’s social media links at
https://www.huntingtons.ie/HDAI-Social-Media
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Toonagh Walk - The 2020 Annual Charity Walk in Toonagh
Co. Clare was held in aid of Huntington’s Disease and
Motor Neurone Disease. Denise Whelan and Lorna Downes,
together with family
and friends organised a
very successful walk
and raffle on Sunday
January 12th. The
Toonagh community
were once again very
supportive helping
to raise a much
appreciated €4,600 for HDAI. Local papers, the Clare
Champion and Clare Echo featured photos and articles from
the day.

Scoil Naomh Brid, Celbridge - Thanks to 6th class students
for very generously donated €600 from their annual charity
jumble sale. The school’s support was in recognition of Maire
Cussen’s beautiful hand crocheted St. Bridget’s Cloak which
was carried by the students in the Celbridge St Patrick’s Day
Parade in 2019. Thanks to the teachers and school Principal
Delia O’Donnell.
Handknits for HD - Íde, Máire and friends continue their
annual fundraising ‘Handknits for Huntington’s Disease’ stall
at the Celbridge Craft Fair in November. Máire’s beautifully
hand knitted children’s wear, blankets and HD Snowmen are
very popular. A big thank you to Íde, Máire Paul, Oisin and all
who help out.

Marathons and Runs
Grateful applause to the many generous volunteers who
supported HDAI with their sponsorship events.
• Mini-marathon participants included: Aisling €563.85,
Anne, Ciara & Holly €210, Lynne Bradshaw & Catriona
McNeela €620, Shannon & Nicole €1,370 and Josie Leavy
€620.
• Caroline Lamb completed the Waterford’s Viking Quarter
Marathon raising €202.
• Eoin McCarney very kindly ran the Achill 10km and raised
€620 for HDAI.
• Dublin City Marathon: Catherine O’Leary: €1,221.25 and
Leonie and Frank: €2,261.
• Jack Jones completed his remarkable 282 Miles challenge
of running, cycling, kayaking and swimming from October
2018 to October 2019 raising over €1,500 over the year.
His supporters included Miriam, Cian, Emily and Lizzie who
joined him for some of his events.
“People have been extremely generous; the great thing is
it has also raised a lot of awareness about Huntington’s
with many people previously unaware of the condition”.

Jewellery for HD - Áine Ní Dhonncha and her team of
Christmas spirited elves made some beautiful jewellery to sell
before Christmas. Áine and Bernie Spellman joined Íde at the
Celbridge Craft Fair and also held a stall at the Pearse College
of Further Education Christmas garden sale raising €1,179 in
total. Thanks to all who supported this generous fundraiser.
West Cork Cheval - The West Cork Cheval event in October
2019 was held in Schull in aid of HDAI and in memory of
the late Margaret O’Brien. There was very generous support
for the event with forty three riders participating and many
contributing to refreshments and raffle prizes. . A big thank
you to Nuala O’Brien, her family and friends and to all in
West Cork who supported the event and helped to raise a
marvellous €2,245 for HDAI.

Horticulture Help - Dawn Little very kindly sold plants in Co.
Cork last summer to raise €300 for HDAI. Thank you Dawn!

Other Fundraising Events
Sligo Music Night and Coffee Morning - A big Thank
You to Sue Mahon, her son Dean (DJ) and all her family and
friends who supported the HD 80’s themed night at The
Blue Lagoon in Sligo in August. Mayor Gino O’Boyle kindly
hosted a coffee morning at the Mayor’s parlour, Sligo Borough
Council in support of Sue and Beccy. They have raised a
marvellous €3,795 for HDAI.

Birthday Celebrations - Sharon Rooney very generously
nominated HDAI in lieu of birthday gifts and raised €1,050
Christmas Cards - Thanks to everyone who supported HDAI’s
Christmas cards and in particular to Ann and her colleagues in
Centra Ballindine who stock our charity cards.
Collections - Thank you to:
• Geraldine and Veritas Ennis for their collection of €130.
• Cecil and Lock 13 Flanagans Mill for their collection
of €155.
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Donations and Membership
In Memory - Donations were received in memory of departed
loved ones from family members and friends of the late
Catherine Moore, Eugene Newman, Mary Whelan, Thomas
Downes, Tony Porter, Sylvia O’Neill and Winnie Murray.
Anonymous donations were also received in memory.
Donations - Thank you to our regular direct debit donors:
Martina, Zil, Fionna and Jacyntha & Ger. Other donations
received over 2019/20 included Patrick and Teresa O’Sullivan
€500, Michael Moore at Leinster Cleaning €1,000, St. Brigid’s
School, Celbridge €600, Price Waterhouse Charity Calendar
award €1,500, Mount Sackville Secondary School Parent’s
Association €200, Mick Scanlon €150.
Membership - Sincere thanks to all who regularly renew their
HDAI membership.

Grants Received
HDAI would like to acknowledge the magnificent generosity
of our grant funders over the year: The Rowan Charitable
Foundation: €8,000, Hospital Saturday Fund: €4,000
Publications and €2,200 COVID-19 Pandemic support
and Monkstown Hospital Foundation: €2000 Assistive
Equipment supports.

Statutory Funding
Health Service Executive - The HSE provided annual core
funding of €68,294 to HDAI in 2019 to provide information
and support to those impacted by HD.
TUSLA Child & Family Agency - contributed €2,650.00
towards HDAI’s counselling service in 2019.

Collaboration
HDAI actively collaborates with other organisations to
promote awareness and the development of services for those
impacted by HD.

Umbrella Organisation Activity
HDAI is a member of International organisations which
include:
• International Huntington’s Association
• European Huntington’s Association
Membership of National umbrella organisations include:
• Care Alliance
• Carmichael Centre for Voluntary Groups
• Disability Federation of Ireland
• Rare Diseases Ireland (formerly Genetic and
Rare Disorders Organisation)
• Mental Health Reform
• Neurological Alliance of Ireland
The European Huntington Association (EHA) is an umbrella
organisation formed by Huntington’s disease (HD) associations
all over Europe. It represents more than 30.000 individual
members. It aims to: Support Huntington’s Disease affected
families by encouraging collaboration and raising awareness
throughout Europe - Because we are Stronger Together!
Check out their website at http://eurohuntington.org/
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Rare Diseases Ireland - HDAI is a member and is represented
on the board of Rare Diseases Ireland which works as an
alliance of voluntary groups, involved with genetics and other
rare disorders. http://rdi.ie/
A National Rare Disease Office is based at the Mater Hospital,
Dublin. It has responsibility for: the mapping and validation of
Centres of Expertise, developing Orphanet and maintaining a
rare disease helpline.

Neurological Alliance of Ireland (NAI)
The Neurological Alliance of Ireland (NAI), is an umbrella
group with over thirty member groups involved in supporting
people with neurological conditions and their families. The
NAI represents its members on a number of platforms to
promote awareness and highlight the needs of people with
neurological conditions and their families. It has participated
in a number of consultative processes in recent years around
the development of neurology and neurorehabilitation
services. Campaigns include ‘Invest in Neurology’ and
‘We Need Our Heads Examined’ https://www.nai.ie/

Carmichael Centre
HDAI is a resident member of the Carmichael Centre which is
the first and largest shared services centre for the community
and voluntary sector in Ireland. Carmichael Centre delivers
services that help to build stronger charities nationwide.
Services include administration, postal, meeting, catering, IT,
training, consultancy development and governance support.
https://www.carmichaelireland.ie/
Care Alliance Ireland is the National Network of Voluntary
Organisations supporting Family Carers. Their vision is that the
role of Family Carers is fully recognised and valued by society
in Ireland. Care Alliance Ireland aims to enhance the quality of
life for Family Carers.
https://www.carealliance.ie/
Mental Health Reform aims to drive progressive reform
of mental health supports in Ireland.
https://www.mentalhealthreform.ie/
Disability Federation of Ireland advocates for the voluntary
disability sector - supporting organisations to enable people
with disabilities. https://www.disability-federation.ie/

Annual General Meeting
HDAI’s 2019 AGM was held in Cuisle, Donammon, Co
Roscommon during our Annual respite weekend. Thomas
Lillis, HDAI Chairperson welcomed all in attendance and
reported on HDAI’s activities over the year. Anne O’Shea
Clarke, Treasurer, presented HDAI’s financial statements.
Thomas thanked our remarkable voluntary fundraisers on
behalf of the Association. HDAI’s 2018 Review and Financial
Statements were distributed to members. The 2018 annual
audited accounts were approved and D.F. Byrne was
appointed as Auditor for the coming year. HDAI’s Financial
Statements and Annual Review is available online via
www.huntingtons.ie
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About HDAI
HDAI is based at the Carmichael Centre, North
Brunswick Street, Dublin 7. HDAI’s Board has
representatives from Dublin and Kildare currently
and welcome interest from other counties. If you
have skills to offer but distance is a problem,
remember that online meetings are now on trend!
The board are responsible for the Associations
governance. Thomas Lillis is our current
Chairperson and Anne O’Shea Clarke is voluntary
Treasurer. Board members represent HDAI at
various meeting and seminars and regularly liaise
with staff to progress the work of HDAI.
A financial audit is carried out each year before
our June AGM. Copies of our annual financial
statements are available online and hard copies
are available to members on request from the
office.
Patricia Towey works full time as Director
of Information and Services Coordinator
and Elizabeth O Sullivan works part time as
Development & Family Support Officer.
HDAI offers the following information and
support to all those affected by HD nationwide.
• Consultation as required for all those
impacted by HD
• Family Support Officer available to meet
family members
• Access to counselling for members of
HD families
• Support group meetings / Carers Workshops
in Dublin, Cork, Limerick and West of Ireland
• Annual Information Meeting and respite
weekend
• Publications sent on request to individuals,
families and health professionals
• Reference library
• Quarterly newsletter
• Annual magazine
• Support for Young People
• Assistance Fund
• Promoting HD research
• Provision of specialised equipment such as
HD chair on loan
• Information seminars to interested health
care personnel
If you wish to avail of the above services please
call the office in confidence on 1800 393939.
Remember you don’t have to be a member to
get help, we offer these services to all individuals,
and families affected by HD who require our
assistance.

Information and
Services
Patricia Towey,
Information and Services Coordinator
Patricia provides information &
support and advocates on behalf
of HD patients and their families.
Patricia’s role includes updating
information and distributing it
to families and health and social
care professionals, organising
seminars and events, producing
a quarterly newsletter and
annual magazine, organising our
Annual Members Meeting and
AGM.
Patricia is also responsible for managing the HDAI
office, submitting applications for relevant funding,
promoting HD research, providing assistance to voluntary
fundraisers, corresponding with media, meeting the
reporting requirements of the HSE, Statutory agencies and
other funders, updating HDAI’s policies and procedures,
supervising volunteers, facilitating board meetings and
representing HDAI at relevant umbrella organisation
meetings. She also liaises with national and international
organisations to pursue the aims of HDAI.

Family Support
Liz O’Sullivan,
Family Support Officer
Liz is available to meet and
talk with individuals and
families in need of support and
information. Liz is a qualified
Counsellor and Psychotherapist
and can meet people affected by
HD on request. Liz also provides
telephone support to those
impacted by HD.
Liz works part-time on Mondays
and Fridays. She is available
on her mobile in emergencies
outside of these times. Liz hosts regional carers workshops
and support meetings and organises counselling for
people impacted by HD. She presents information
sessions to health and social care staff and
medical students on request.
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HD Research News
Congratulations to HD Researchers
Congratulations to Dr Lauren
Byrne who gained her doctorate in
January 2020. Dr Byrne’s doctoral
thesis (Ph.D), UCL (University
College London) - Development
of Biofluid Biomarkers for
Huntington’s disease is available
to read here:
https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/10097682/
Photo (source twitter)

Professor Sarah Tabrizi,
Co-founder of the Huntington’s
Disease Centre, University College
Hospital, London was presented
with the 2019 Yahr award for
her contribution to Huntington’s
disease (HD) research at the 2019
World Congress of Neurology.
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ion/news
Sarah commented:
“Our research programme aims to understand the mechanism
by which genetic modifiers influence the age of onset and
progression of Huntington’s disease. Harnessing these insights
will enable us to develop new and targeted therapeutic
interventions to slow disease progression.”
Photo (source UCL News)

HD Research Studies
Research studies in Ireland or open to Irish participation include:

Enroll-HD
The Enroll-HD study
at Beaumont now
has approximately 70
participants enrolled. Restrictions due to COVID-19 have delayed
appointments temporarily but Professor Pender and his team
are hoping to resume appointments as soon as possible. If you
haven’t already registered your interest you can do so by emailing
enrollhd@beaumont.ie
Enroll-HD is a worldwide research project that aims to improve HD
treatment and support clinical trials. There are now over 22,000
participants enrolled around the world.
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HD Cognition Study, Beaumont
A research study to investigate the cognitive
and behavioural changes that take place in
Huntington’s Disease over time has commenced
at Beaumont let by Professor Niall Pender.
HDAI have contributed €20,000 to this
valuable study in order to highlight the burden
associated with management of cognitive and
behavioural changes for people living with HD
and to recommend interventions to reduce this
burden. Individuals who are part of a HD family
are eligible to participate in this study. Like
EnrollHD, if you have a diagnosis of HD, are at
risk of the HD gene, have tested negative for
the HD gene, or are a spouse of someone with
HD you are welcome to take part. Participants
will be asked to complete thinking and memory
tests and some psychological questionnaires
for research purposes. Please let us know if you
are interested in contributing to this research
by emailing us at info@huntingtons.ie or by
contacting the Beaumont team at enrollhd@
beaumont.ie or 01 809 2223.

Care HD
CareHD is a Horizon 2020 research project that
aims to investigate how the use of Connected
Health technologies can support and improve
the care of people living with HD and their
families. HD Family members’ views will be used
to capture the real world experiences of HD
patients and their family members/caregivers.
Data collected will allow researchers to map the
patient journey. This map will be validated by
patients, families and patient groups.
HD patients, their families or their family
caregivers from Ireland, Scotland and England,
are invited to participate. Participation in the
study will involve being interviewed about your
experience of the disease, and your journey
through it. It is important to be aware that
no person will be identified in any findings
produced by this study.
If you are interested in contributing to this study
please contact us at info@huntingtons.ie

HEALTHE-RND
This project aims to use HD to develop a
multilingual e-health platform using an
innovative approach to develop, apply, test and
evaluate an e-health platform to improve care
and support caregivers - regardless of where
patients live or the distance to the nearest
specialist centre.
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Project participants include professionals from Huntington
centres and research institutions in Germany, the Czech
Republic, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Ireland
(Bloomfield Health Services) and Italy. The project will actively
collaborate with the EHA to include patient and family
member involvement as research partners in all phases of
the project. The EHA hold patient and family meetings with
representatives from the countries involved. HDAI are grateful
to Anne Lennon Bird for participating in these meetings and
would also like to thank Irish family members who have
participated in pilot interviews.
http://eurohuntington.org/2019/08/07/new-project-ehealth-for-huntingtons-patients-and-families/

HD Research Update Resources
This is an exciting time for Huntington’s Disease research with
trials to target the root cause of the disease now started.
The following websites offer up to date information on HD
research news:

HDBuzz
http://hdbuzz.net/
HDBuzz provides highquality HD research
news online to the
global community,
written in plain language, by HD clinicians and scientists.
Launched in 2011 by HD researchers Dr. Jeff Carroll
(USA) and Dr. Ed Wild(UK), the HD Buzz team has greatly
increased. An oversight committee of independent clinicians,
scientists and lay community members meets regularly to
ensure their content is impartial, scientifically accurate and
understandable.
HD Buzz covers laboratory and clinical research, with the aim
of helping people impacted by HD to understand the latest
HD science, on their own terms. Content is translated by
volunteers from the worldwide network of HD Associations,
the European Huntington’s Disease Network and bilingual HD
scientists. For people new to Huntington’s disease, the Start
Here page https://en.hdbuzz.net/056 gives an overview of
HD research and highlights some of the most promising things
scientists are doing to come up with effective treatments for
HD.

The European Huntington’s Disease
Network (EHDN)
http://www.ehdn.org/about-ehdn/
The EHDN is a non-profit
research network committed
to advancing research,
facilitating the conduct of
clinical trials, and improving clinical care in HD. Scientists,
clinicians, patients and families collaborate through the EHDN
on academic and industry studies to advance HD research.

The EHDN is supported by and collaborates closely with CHDI
Foundation, Inc. The EHDN publish a newsletter three times a
year which communicates the network’s activities and other
developments of interest in the field of Huntington’s disease.
You can receive their newsletter by requesting it through their
website.
EHDN’s 2020 Conference due to take place in Bologna, Italy
in September 2020 has been postponed until 2021 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

CHDI Foundation
http://chdifoundation.org/
The CHDI
Foundation is a
privately-funded,
not-for-profit biomedical research organisation devoted to
HD. Their stated mission is to “Rapidly Develop Therapeutics
That Slow the Progression of Huntington’s disease.” CHDI
Foundation activities extend from exploratory biology to the
identification and validation of therapeutic targets, and from
drug discovery and development to clinical studies and trials.
CHDI provide access to the Postcard from Palm Springs video
from the 15th Annual HD Therapeutics Conference (Feb
2020), in Palm Springs, California. The conference focuses
on HD drug discovery and development, and encourages
participation from the biotech and pharmaceutical sectors as
well as academia and research institutions. Presentations from
the Conference are available at: https://chdifoundation.
org/2020-conference/
In CHDI’s 2020 video
postcard, available
via HDAI’s website
at https://www.
huntingtons.ie/
Research-UpdatePostcard-From-PalmSprings, Charles Sabine
speaks to conference participants including Ignacio MuñozSanjuan, CHDI (pictured above) and Professor Sarah Tabrizi,
UCL, London.

The Huntington Study Group
http://huntingtonstudygroup.org/
The Huntington Study
Group facilitates clinical
research trials and studies in
Huntington disease (HD). It has a research network of over
400 investigators, coordinators, scientists and HD experts
dedicated to seeking treatments that make a difference
and improving the quality of life and outcomes for families
affected by HD.
Check out their Care Education Videos at http://
huntingtonstudygroup.org/care-education-videos/
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A Social Worker’s
Perspective
I had the privilege of working with people
who were living with Huntington’s Disease
and who were residents in Bloomfield
Hospital for over six years, and I would like
to share some thoughts on this experience.
I am not going to focus on HD - that is only
part of the picture as people who live with
HD are more than HD. The people I worked
with were unique individuals with their own
life stories.

When residents arrived into the unit, it was often after they
had spent long periods in acute care or in a non-specialist
care facility, such as nursing homes. Other people had been
at home and their family members were struggling to care
for them with little or no support from services. So being
admitted to long term care in Bloomfield is a positive event
for many. Newly arrived residents felt happy to be in a facility
with other people who were living with HD and to be cared
for by staff who understood the disease and its impact on
their lives.
Being with other people living with HD and been cared for
by staff who are experienced and skilled in managing the
disease, creates a supportive accepting environment where
the person is at the centre of the care. Person-centred care
requires us to consider people’s wishes, values, social and
emotional needs - in other words, seeing the person as an
individual. A central part of a person-centred care model is
the concept of selfhood or personhood which, put simply,
means who the person is - his/her identity.
In my work with people living with HD, I put this focus on
personhood at the centre of my practice.
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Ana Radulescu, President of IFSW Europe puts it well:
“Social workers, offering a relationship in a
professional context, give people a chance to grow
and a way to define who are they and what they can
do to improve their lives”.
(World Social Work Day 2019)
“To have an identity is to know who one is, in
cognition and in feeling. It means having a sense
of continuity with the past; and hence a ‘narrative,’
a story to present to others”.
(Kitwood 1997 p43)
This selfhood is not just about the person’s cognitive ability, it
is their values, beliefs, and their history. Kitwood and Bredin
(1992) and other authors looked at selfhood in dementia, but
what they learned is relevant to HD as cognitive decline is a
common feature. They offered the view that personhood, or
selfhood of individuals with cognitive decline, needs to be
continually replenished, their selfhood continually evoked and
reassured.
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Sabat and Harré (1992), stated that the self in all
of its forms exist through engagement with others,
and that this relies on the cooperation of others
within a social context to construct the identity
of a person.
It is essential that we see the person and not just
the diagnosis or the manifestations of the condition.
We do this by taking time to learn the person’s
values, beliefs, interests, abilities, likes and
dislikes - both past and present.
Sabat (2011) had this to say:
“Understanding persons is a key nonpharmacological, low cost intervention
that begs to be used”.

Exploring who each person is in a holistic manner facilitated
relationships - group members could begin to identify
with each other’s experiences and to ‘see’ each other as
individuals and also see beyond the sometimes impulsive, but
uncharacteristic, behaviours that can occur as result of the
progression of the disease.
People often talk about having lost the person they knew
before they became symptomatic with HD, and while it is true
that the progression of the disease can result in cognitive and
other impairments, people living with HD retain their selfhood
and those who care for them have a duty to hold their story
and ensure that they are seen as unique individuals.
The people I had the privilege to work with showed
amazing resilience as they progressed on their

journey living with HD. I not only learned about

what its like to live with HD, I learned about their

courage and their ability to live in the moment and
take each day as it comes.

To explore and respect each person’s
individuality, it is necessary to engage
with each person to build a picture of
their former occupations, hobbies,
holidays and significant life events.
In my work with people living with HD
we did this in a group context and over some weeks, we
identified the qualities that each person attributed to
themselves and what was important in their lives now.
Group members identified these qualities for their peers
who could not participate. Profiles were developed and
presented as a poster that was displayed in the room
where the group took place. This served to reinforce
the individuality of group members and to inform
staff of each resident’s uniqueness.
Sabat and others propose that during our lives we
maintain several forms of self through
social interactions and relationships;
the sense of being a person evolves
in relationships with others.

My role also encompassed working with families of people
living with HD and I met so many amazing spouses, partners,
parents, and siblings who were heroic in their support of, and
advocacy for, their family members. Support for families of
people living with HD is essential but this needs to be practical
as well as emotional. The fact that many families have had to
battle for years to get the care that their loved ones need and
deserve is an indictment of how we as society care for people
who are living with rare diseases such as HD.
I want to express my gratitude to the people living
with HD and their families that I worked with it was a privilege and a pleasure.
by Aine Ennis
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‘You’ve Got a Friend In Me’
		
		
		
		

Advice on supporting your friend with Huntington’s
Disease by Mandy Ledbury, Specialist HD Adviser,
Surrey & South West London,
Huntington’s Disease Association UK

As a friend of someone affected by Huntington’s, you may
experience a range of challenging emotions and feelings. It’s
not going to be easy, so strap yourself in for the ride. Your
friend may appear to go through various changes and may be
unable to return much of the emotional investment you have
made in them. Hence your relationship may feel unbalanced
and challenging at times. It’s hard, but try and remember this
is Huntington’s disease causing these changes and not your
friend.

How can you support your friend?
You will still be a very important factor in your friend’s life and
can play a very significant part in supporting them. Below are
a few ideas to help you along the way;

Learn
Learn as much as you can about Huntington’s disease. Look at
the Huntington’s Disease Association’s website for information
on how to cope with changes in behaviour and how the
disease affects the brain. You can offer to help and support
with fundraising ideas and activities.
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Allow space
Give your friend and yourself time and space to process
information. Your friend can get easily overloaded with things
which can lead to frustration and irritability. Keep it simple and
give information in small chunks, slowly and patiently. You will
need to be flexible and learn to adapt.

Confide
Sometimes it can be much easier to talk to friends rather than
to family. Huntington’s disease is a complex disease so there
are many difficult conversations to be had. Your friendship
may offer a huge opportunity to discuss what needs to be
said and to whom. A trusted ally to bounce ideas off about
how to say difficult things to close family without hurting
anyone’s feelings can be so useful. Your friend can rehearse
difficult conversations with you, try things out and see how
they sound.
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Be patient

Practice self-care

Try and stay calm and patient if things aren’t going
smoothly and be prepared to walk away. Give everyone
a break and come back later to start again.

Look after your own feelings. Try not to ignore them. Pay
attention to yourself. You are very valuable and it’s OK to feel
sad, angry, guilty, resentful, fed up and exhausted. You can
always talk to someone. Try some relaxation techniques such
as mindfulness or some simple breathing exercises. Exercise,
swimming or Yoga are always good ways to release tension.
Give yourself some time to think.

Practical matters
You can help with practical things; lifts to clinic,
attending events, support groups and fundraising
activities and simply spending regular time with your
friend to give partners and carers a break.

Have fun
Take your friend out for some fun and relaxation time.
A visit to the cinema, a trip to the pub, a stroll in the park,
a yoga class, whatever you both enjoy. Have some fun!

It’s the disease, not your friend
Emotional blunting can be challenging. Your friend living with
Huntington’s may not give you the responses you expect. Try
to remember this is the disease and not your friend. You may
not get the gratitude you would normally receive for your care
and attention. You may feel isolated and exasperated at times.
Try to find someone to talk to about how you are feeling.

Ask for extra help

How to support a FRIEND
living with Huntington’s
Fun

You can still have fun even though
circumstances have changed. Go to the park,
watch a match, see a film, meet for a coffee or
whatever you both enjoy. Find time to do it.

Remember the good times

Recall the good times you have shared. Listen
to favourite songs, look at old photos etc.

It’s HD, not your friend

The thinking and emotional changes of HD
can be challenging for the person and their
loved ones. These changes can make it seem
as though your friendship is no longer
appreciated. Remember, this is HD and
not your friend.

Educate yourself about HD

Try to learn more about HD, its symptoms
and what supports are available. You can find
reliable, easy-to-understand information on
HDAI’s website.

Never feel alone

If you are struggling to support your friend
you can ask for help. Share your concerns
with someone you trust or a health
professional. Alternatively, you can attend
a HD support meeting or seminar.

Discuss the practical matters

Lend support when you can. Offer to help
with shopping or accompany your friend
to appointments so family members have
time for other tasks.
t: 1800 393939
e: info@huntingtons.ie
www.huntingtons.ie

If you begin to think that the amount of support you can give
to your friend isn’t enough and there are no other people
around who can help. You can contact us for information on
local services. You can also contact carer support or mental
well-being support groups for information and advice on
services which may be available.

Reminisce
Try and use humour and reminisce about fun times you have
spent together. Good memories are helpful and building more
memories is important. Just because things seem very difficult
and challenging doesn’t mean that you can’t still have a good
time and do almost everything you used to enjoy. You may
have to adapt things slightly but most things are possible!
“The old saying ‘you choose your friends …’ holds good. You
have a relationship with that person for a reason, friends are a
very valuable and incredibly important part of life.”
by Mandy Ledbury
Thank you to Mandy Ledbury and HDA (UK) for allowing us to
publish this article available on HDA’s blog at https://www.
hda.org.uk/blog/supporting-friend-with-huntingtons

Aaron Byrne, a psychology student at Maynooth University,
developed the infographic (left) to summarise the information
in this article. Perhaps you can use it to remind your friends
how they can help support you or a loved one.
If you are the friend of someone impacted by Huntington’s
Disease who you believe needs support, please urge them to
get in touch with us by email at info@huntingtons.ie
For information on Huntington’s disease please visit our
website www.huntingtons.ie
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My Experience Working
with HDAI

Hi, my name is Aaron Byrne and I have
worked with HDAI for three months from the
beginning of February. I am currently in the
third year of my BSc in psychology degree at
Maynooth University. As part of my degree,
we are required to do a work placement for
one semester. I am interested in a wide range
of topics in psychology, but neurological
conditions and how they impact both patients
and caregivers was always something that
fascinated me.

When I was exploring the different organisations where I
could do my placement, the opportunity to work with the
Huntington’s Disease Association of Ireland (HDAI) instantly
stood out for me as it would give me the opportunity to
better understand Huntington’s Disease, a disease that I knew
very little about prior to the placement. In November of last
year, I went for an interview. Thankfully it went well, and I
was offered the intern position.

There is a large number of symptoms associated with the
disease and these symptoms are typically divided into three
categories; motor, behavioural and psychological. These
symptoms can include sleep problems, speech difficulties,
involuntary movements such as chorea and weight loss. Not
all people affected by HD develop the same symptoms and
even if they do, different people can experience different
severities of the same symptoms.

What I learned about Huntington’s
Disease

Furthermore, even though symptoms typically manifest
themselves between the ages of 30 and 50, symptoms
can develop at any age. For example, in cases of juvenileonset Huntington’s Disease, individuals develop symptoms
when they are younger than 20 years of age. Whereas
others experience symptoms when they are in their sixties
or seventies. Moreover, I learned that the disease has an
autosomal dominant inheritance, meaning that each child of
a parent that is affected by Huntington’s Disease has a 50%
chance of inheriting and a 50% chance of not inheriting
the disease. In conclusion, I learned a lot about this highly
complex condition. Huntington’s Disease is an extremely
challenging disease and it was encouraging to read about
research developments in recent years. I found HD Buzz
very useful in this regard.

Huntington’s Disease was never something we covered in
great detail in college and I don’t remember seeing any
documentaries on it. So, at the beginning of the placement,
I knew very little about the disease. However, through the
videos Patricia kindly sent on to me, attending an information
talk and some independent reading, I gained a good
understanding of the disease. I learned that it is caused by a
mutant form of the huntingtin protein which is produced by
the Huntington gene located on chromosome 4.
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What did I learn about
the HDAI and the Irish HD
community
Throughout my short time with the HDAI,
I saw first-hand how the association helps
many families affected by Huntington’s
Disease through the various supports they provide including
support meetings, home visits and a national helpline. I also
witnessed the togetherness of the HD community in Ireland.
During the first week of my placement, the HD

community rallied together to raise awareness
of the disease and to highlight some of the

shortcomings in the care HD patients are currently
receiving by taking to the air waves on Joe Duffy’s
Liveline show for three consecutive days.

Not only did the media coverage undoubtedly raise
awareness of the need for appropriate care, it also gave an
insight of the impact of HD on the entire family. Although
the stories highlighted some of the shortcomings of the
Irish health care system and the many difficulties faced by
both patients and caregivers. The collaborative effort also
demonstrated the togetherness of the HD community in
Ireland and the immense efforts they put into trying to get
their loved ones the treatment that they deserve.

What I did during the placement
One of my main tasks was to help create a survey, in
collaboration with HDAI, NAI and DCU sociology researchers,
which aims to get a caregiver’s perspective on the quality of
care individuals affected by HD currently receive in Ireland. I
helped towards the creation of the survey by putting forward
ideas for different elements of the questionnaire such as the
length and format of questions and worked on a literature
review. I was also tasked with creating both a paper form of
the survey and an online version of the survey. The survey
launch was postponed due to COVID-19.

From the information talk, I learned that caring for a person
with HD requires the collaborative effort of a number of
different health professionals. Furthermore, I gained a real
appreciation of the immense strength of the people affected
by the disease.
What struck me was how people
affected by the disease remain

positive and carry on with their
daily lives, even when their
symptoms may be making
everyday tasks a struggle.

Moreover, family caregivers go day-after-day not

only taking care of their loved one but also trying
to get them the best care possible.

I also attended the launch of an Easy Guide to Rare Diseases
in Ireland and Consensus for Action at the Mansion House
on the 24th of February. At the event, I heard stories from
people affected by rare diseases such as Phenylketonuria
(PKU) and 22Q11.2 Deletion Syndrome. When I returned
home, I read through the guide and I learned about a
number of different rare diseases and the effects each of
them can have on a person’s life. For example, the article
Living with Juvenile Huntington’s Disease, gave me further
insight into what it is like to live with Huntington’s Disease.
I also read the 10 priorities for the government that have
been identified by Rare Diseases Ireland to improve the care
provided to patients with all rare diseases. Hopefully the
government will be able to address these in the near future.
Finally, I would like to thank Patricia and Liz for
giving me the opportunity to work alongside them
for the duration of the placement. From the first
day of the placement, you both made me feel
welcome and were always on
hand to answer any question
I had about HD.

Another one of my tasks was to design a number of
infographics. These infographics contained information
about topics such as the supports the HDAI provide and
points to consider when speaking with a person affected by
HD. I really enjoyed designing the infographics, it allowed me
to be creative, something that I don’t get the opportunity to
do with my coursework. I also researched an article on selfcare during a crisis which is included in this publication.

I would also like to thank everyone
who attended the support meetings for
being so open and sharing your
experiences with me. Unfortunately,
the COVID-19 pandemic caused much
disruption to my placement. But even still, I found the
placement to be a highly valuable learning experience and
one that I will never forget.

During the placement, I also had the opportunity to attend
a support meeting, a home visit with Liz, Family Support
Officer and to an information talk given to a nursing home.

by Aaron Byrne

Listening to people’s stories during the home

visit and the support meeting taught me that the
disease does not just impact the person affected
by the disease, but it impacts the whole family.
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Mind Yourself!
The coronavirus pandemic has been a highly stressful and upsetting time for all of us. It has essentially turned all our
lives upside down. Unfortunately, we can’t make it go away just yet but hopefully, soon it will just be all a distant
memory. Until then it is important that we all mind ourselves by trying to keep our stress levels under control and
trying to be as happy as possible in the circumstances.

Firstly, I will outline some of the advice that is circulating about
how to cope with the uncertainty. Of course, a lot of this
advice is focused on coping with the COVID-19 pandemic,
but it could be used during any time of uncertainty. In the
second section, I will outline three activities that have been
shown to improve mood and reduce stress levels.

Four Tips on how to cope with
uncertainty during the pandemic
and beyond
1. Limit exposure to news
At the moment, I think almost everyone feels the constant
urge to check newsfeeds for any developments. One hand this
a good thing because people are remaining informed about
any changes to the guidelines and how things are unfolding.
But on the other hand, this compulsive urge to check the
news has been linked to heightened levels of stress (Murphy,
2020). To avoid this, experts such as Dr Eddie Murphy, clinical
psychologist, and also one of the experts on RTE’s Operation
Transformation recommend only checking the news once a
day. He also stresses the importance of getting your news
from a reliable source such as RTÉ or Virgin Media news
bulletins or The Irish Times or HSE website www.hse.ie.
His final bit of advice was to avoid looking at the news
right before bed because what you read may play on
your mind when you are trying to get off to sleep.

2. Control the controllable
During any stressful time, it easy to begin imagining worse
case scenarios and worrying about things that are out of
our control (American Psychological Association, 2017).
Although some of these worries may persist, we should all
try to focus on things that are within your control. Whether
that be making sure the house is clean or sticking to an
exercise programme focusing on tasks we can complete and
completing them can give us a great sense of satisfaction and
get out minds of the other stuff.
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3. Structure your days
Another thing experts such as Dr Eddie Murphy have stressed
is the importance of establishing routines because routines
can give us comfort in knowing what is coming next (Murphy,
2020). One tip is to get up and go to bed at the same time
every day. Another suggestion is to plan what you want to do
on a particular day in advance. For example, on Monday do
the laundry, on Tuesday cut the grass and so on.

4. Stay connected
I think it is fair to say we all love to chat, and we often do it
over a cup of tea or coffee. But currently, it is recommended
that we refrain from doing this to stop the spread of infection.
But that does not mean we should stop communicating with
each other. Thanks to the wonders of modern technology
there are lots of non-face to face alternatives we use such as
texting using Facebook or Whatsapp, video chats via Zoom
or Google hangouts or even the old-fashioned phone call.
Connecting with people is still possible and these chats are
so important because they give us an opportunity to share or
concerns, we may have, catch up on the latest gossip or even
share a few jokes.

Three activities which can help reduce
stress and boost your mood
1. Meditation
Study after study has reported the numerous beneficial effects
of meditation. People who practise meditation regularly have
been found to have better sleep quality and report having
lower levels of stress than those who do not (Smith et al.,
2005; Shigaki et al., 2006). There have been suggestions
practising meditation for between 15 and 20 minutes every
day for 8 weeks is enough to reap all its major benefits. Like
many other skills, meditation can be difficult at first, but it will
get easier with practice. With this in mind try starting small
is perhaps the best approach. Maybe start with practising
meditation for 5 minutes every day for two weeks and then
increase time practising if you are enjoying it. One of the
major upsides of meditation is that it is completely free thanks
to the many great free resources available online. For example,
meditation tracks are on the Beaumont hospital website.
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Moreover, studies have suggested that exercising
outside for as little as 20 minutes outdoors can
improve one’s mood (Barton, J., & Pretty, 2010;
Pretty et al., 2007).
Above I covered some of the advice circulating
about how to cope during these certain times and
three activities that anyone can try that have been
seen to have positive effects on one’s well-being.
I also referenced some research studies just show
that they do have some scientific backing behind
them. Of course, not all of the activities may
appeal to you. But if any of them do give them a
shot and hopefully you will feel some benefit
from them. Mind yourself!
by Aaron Byrne

2. Gratitude
Another way of improving our mental wellbeing is to begin
practising gratitude. Gratitude has been defined as having
an awareness of and being thankful for the good things that
happen in one’s life (Seligman, Steen, Park, & Peterson, 2005).
Studies have found that practising gratitude on a regular basis
can decrease the amount of stress individuals believe they are
under and also improve their perceived well-being (Dickens,
2017; O’Connell & Killeen-Byrt, 2018). There are several
different ways one can practise gratitude but one of the
easiest is the three good things exercise. This exercise involves
writing a list of three things that were good about your day.
All you will need is the notes app on your phone or a pen and
paper and 2 minutes of free time. The three positive things
can be anything, from enjoying a nice lunch, reading a good
book to sitting out in the sunny weather, it doesn’t matter.
All that matters is that you list three things that you liked
about the day. Give it a try for a couple of weeks.
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Awareness
Radio, Print and Podcast
HD Feature on Liveline
with Joe Duffy

HD Feature in the RTE Guide
Dr. Eddie Murphy featured an article on ‘The Psychological
Impact of Huntington’s Disease’ in the October 12 -18 edition
of The RTE Guide.
Carmichael Podcast - HDAI was one of three Carmichael
Centre based charities featured on a Carmichael Podcast
“Coping with COVID-19 how some small charities are rising
to the challenge and are continuing to provide needed
services and supports”.
Diarmaid O Corrbui - CEO of Carmichael Ireland spoke
with three small Charities (1. Look Good Feel Better 2. First
Light 3. HDAI about their work during COVID-19.
https://bit.ly/2Zrx2Pt

Awareness Campaigns
When Pauline phoned LiveLine on 3rd February 2020, to
highlight the need for more appropriate care options for her
son Joe and others in his situation, she began a week-long
conversation with the nation. Anne, Bernie, Catherine, Mark
and Niall also spoke to Joe over the course of the week and
discussed the lack of specialist care facilities, the dilemma
associated with taking a genetic test and the need for
dedicated HD multidisciplinary clinics here to improve care
and facilitate access to clinical trials in progress elsewhere.
Brian Higgins, CEO of Bloomfield Health Services was also
interviewed about Bloomfield’s HD specialist multi-disciplinary
care service. He mentioned the challenges associated with
HD for the entire family, the need for adequate resources and
greater awareness of HD. He also mentioned the ‘beautiful’
film Dancing at the Vatican, which gives a ‘wonderful insight
into the disease and the impact of the condition on the whole
family’. Podcast link at: https://www.huntingtons.ie/HDon-RTE-Liveline

Futureproof, Newstalk
Dr Lauren Byrne, HD Advocate and
Researcher at HD Centre, University
College London was interviewed
on Jonathan McCrea’s Futureproof,
Newstalk radio show in August 2019.
Lauren from Northern Ireland, discussed
the impact of HD on her family and gave
an overview of research developments.
Lauren also discussed the predictive testing process and her
personal advocacy work to promote PGD so that HD is not
passed on to future generations. The interview is available
at www.newstalk.com (Futureproof Extra) and via
HDAI’s website.
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Rare Disease Awareness
The launch of An Easy Guide to Rare Diseases and Consensus
for Action took place in the Mansion House on Monday 24th
February in advance of Rare Disease Day on February 29th.
Huntington’s Disease
was one of fifteen
rare diseases profiled
in the guide. Chloe
Hayes, who sadly
passed away in
May, had bravely
lived with Juvenile
Huntington’s
Disease for over
ten years. Chloe
is featured in the
guide and attended
the launch with her
mother Geraldine
and her aunt Fiona.
HDAI, on behalf of the HD community, extend our heartfelt
condolences to Chloe’s family and friends. We are sincerely
grateful to Chloe and her family for raising awareness
of JHD and advocating for HD families. http://rdi.ie/
rdeasyguide-2020/

HD On The Move Day
The European Huntington’s Association organised a HD
On The Move day on May 30th. Families and friends were
encouraged to share photos of themselves exercising
(http://eurohuntington.org/elementor-10590/) to help
create awareness and promote the positive benefit of
exercise for people living with HD and family members.
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#LightitUp4HD

Helpful Websites

The annual #LightitUp4HD
awareness week took place in
Ireland from May 11th - 15th.
Although the COVID-19 social
distancing guidelines made
things more challenging, some
buildings were able to light up
and some of our friends living
nearby managed to get some
photos. Internationally iconic buildings light up throughout the month
of May. Huntington’s Society Canada have compiled a video for 2020
available via our website. Unfortunately our planned family event, with
guest speakers from the Huntington’s Association of Cyprus, had to be
cancelled. Thanks to everyone who participated by taking photos of
buildings lighting up, or by supporting the campaign on social media.

Huntingtons Disease Association of Ireland
http://www.huntingtons.ie

Public and Patient Involvement
in Research Conference, May 2020

International Huntingtons Association
http://www.huntington-assoc.com/

HD Advocate Anne Lennon
Bird was invited to speak at
the 5th National
Public and Patient
Involvement in Research
Conference which took
place online due to Due to
COVID-19 restrictions. The
conference aims to
encourage researchers,
patients, carers, members of
the public and
healthcare professionals to
learn and to reflect on their
own PPI practice.
Organisers worked hard to
change plans from a physical
conference at NUI Galway to
an online webinar with short
notice. In her presentation
‘From Hopeless to Hope’
Anne discussed her personal
HD journey, why she is motivated to do what she can to support HD
research and the HD research studies she is contributing to. Anne received
very positive feedback from conference attendees via the webinar
chat facility and on twitter. Her talk in available on You Tube
https://bit.ly/2ZsTDvi

HDA UK Blog
The Huntington’s Disease Association UK feature a Blog on their website
https://www.hda.org.uk/blog with HD related articles from people
impacted by HD and from HD specialists. Features include: How being
diagnosed with a fatal disease changed my life - Emma Fletcher.
Head of Girls Football Development at Manchester United and Coping
with self-isolation for people with Huntington’s disease - This article
provides some tips on coping with COVID-19 isolation for people with HD.

Beaumont Hospital Mindfulness Centre
http://www.beaumont.ie/marc
Bloomfield Health Services
http://www.bloomfield.ie
CHDI Foundation
http://chdifoundation.org/
European Huntington’s Association
http://eurohuntington.org
European Huntington’s Disease Network
www.euro-hd.net
Huntingtons Disease Youth Organisation
http://en.hdyo.org/

Hereditary Disease Foundation
http://www.hdfoundation.org/home.php
Huntingtons Disease Association N. Ireland
http://www.hdani.org.uk/
Huntingtons Society Canada
http://www.hsc-ca.org/
Huntingtons Disease Association UK
http://www.hda.org.uk/
Huntingtons Disease Society of America
http://www.hdsa.org/
Scottish Huntington’s Association
http://www.hdscotland.org/
Huntington Study Group
http://huntingtonstudygroup.org/
Dublin Brain Bio Bank
http://www.iicn.ie/research/dublin_brain_
bank.508.html
Department of Health
http://health.gov.ie/
Department Children and Youth Affairs
http://www.dyca.gov.ie
Department of Social Protection
http://www.welfare.ie
Citizens Informaton
http://www.citizensinformation.ie
Family Carers Ireland
http://familycarers.ie/
Mental health Support websites
www.mentalhealthireland.ie
www.yourmentalhealth.ie
www.aware.ie
www.shine.ie
www.grow.ie
www.pieta.ie
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Members Stories
My Memory has never
been one of my strong
points
My memory has never been one of my strong
points, in fact I would gladly compare it to that
of a goldfish, but that day I will never forget.
That day Huntington’s Disease entered our
lives and changed them forever.

I was 17 years old, my father had been sick for a few years.
Doctors had said it is stress, it is arthritis, its osteoporosis, it is
a blocked vein in his brain that is effecting his movements, all
he needs is a small procedure that will zap the blockage and
everything will be fine. Sounds simple, it was the complete
opposite.

The eyes are the window to the soul and I could see

This was only the beginning of the never knowing, never
knowing what is happening, never knowing how to stop it,
never knowing the suffering it would bring, never knowing
how it would affect Dad and never knowing how it would
affect us.

Even thirteen years after his diagnosis and many types of
suffering, he still tries to hide his pain, to protect us, his eight
children who face the same fate as himself.

I remember waiting that day for Dad to return from a
neurologist appointment, I waited patiently looking out the
window and finally my brother’s car pulled into the driveway.
Finally, we can know when he is going to get this simple ‘zap’
in his brain and he will be able to walk unaided again. My
father reached for his walking stick, got out of the car and
steadied himself, stood up straight and strong with a smile on
his face. At first I thought, great he is smiling, but when my
eyes focused on his, they told a different story.
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my father’s soul was in pain, even though he was

trying to hide it behind his smile. That moment is

etched in my brain, that moment I first felt the pain
of Huntington’s….through my father’s eyes.

A week after Dad’s diagnosis, my siblings and I were called
into the hospital for an appointment with Dad’s neurologist,
without Dad being present. Why does the neurologist want
to talk to us privately? Maybe they just want to give us
information on how we can best support Dad, how kind I
thought. I didn’t think the same when we left the office.
First his neurologist explained to us that my father would
rapidly deteriorate and that we needed to get his affairs in
order, the neurologist offered to support us through that
process, but that didn’t happen.
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After so gruesomely explaining Huntington’s disease to us we were
informed that not only did our father have Huntington’s disease,
he had a rare case of it. We were told that Dad has Huntington’s
disease on both his genes, therefore each of my siblings and I also
had the Huntington’s gene.

Remembering
Gary
Gary from Co.

There was no easing into it, there was no option for

Kerry died in July

gene-testing, no pre-counselling. Your father has

2019 as a result

Huntington’s disease and so do each one of you. The

of complications

words ‘there is a ticking time bomb in

from Huntington’s

all of you’ were used followed by a don’t

disease. Gary’s

worry there will surely be a cure before

mother Rosaleen

that bomb goes off’. The bomb has gone

shared a poem

off and we are still waiting for a cure.

It has been thirteen years since Dad’s diagnosis,
even though he suffers he somehow finds a way
to get through it, he is still alive, he is still smiling,
he has not rapidly deteriorated and we have not
put his affairs in order. It has been a tough journey with a lot of
strength and a lot of suffering. The not knowing, the doctors not
knowing exactly what is going to happen, the genetics and cag
repeats not knowing for certain what our
future holds, the endless information that
leads you around in many areas but back to
truly not knowing what exactly is going to
happen.
The not knowing has taught us that

the fear of the unknown carries great
pain but unlike Huntington’s disease

it is a pain that you can choose to carry

or not. I wish his neurologist told me thirteen years
ago that my father would be gifting me a beautiful

handwritten card and bouquet of flowers as we sat
next to each other smiling on my 30th birthday,
it would have saved me years of fear and pain.

I hope this story can help take away your fear or pain. We cannot
banish Huntington’s disease (YET) but we can banish the fear it
carries with it.
We no longer live in fear and we no longer
fear the unknown.

Along this journey I can safely say that the support
from HDAI has been immeasurable, the best
support we as a family have received, and we
are incredibly grateful.
by a HD Family Member

written in memory

of Gary by his friend
Thomas O’Dowd.

Gary
A braver man I never knew,
The hardship he had been through,
Losing his father, his sister too,
A braver man I never knew.
His illness offered no respite,
But boy did he put up a fight,
Though our reason to feel cheated,
Gary refused to be defeated.
My thoughts turn to happier days,
Gary was special in so many ways,
Charming and witty, bit of a joker,
Could play a mean hand in poker.
When Fergal rang, told me the news,
I played The Doors and ‘Roadhouse Blues’,
It was your song, a reminder where you’d been,
Grooving in Monty’s, a happy-go-lucky teen.
Good times shared along the way,
Risking our lives for our country in the FCA!!,
You loved the craic, the occasional beer,
Travelling all over both far and near.
We remember the journey on which you’ve been,
Thank God for the strength of your Mum Rosaleen,
We pledge to share the hurt and the pain,
Now felt by your Mum, Brendan and Lorraine.
So one last time Textoll,
Gary, let it roll baby roll,
We’ll meet again, this is not the end,
But for a moment, farewell my friend.
by Thomas O’Dowd
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Coping Strategies I have
learned while having
Counselling

1. I summarised what I find hardest to
deal with and reviewed how the
illness affects a person. This helped
me understand myself better but 		
also my husband who has HD.
Summary... HD damages selective parts of the brain
which changes behaviour continually; these changes
represent the greatest challenges and have a profound
effect on families.
People with HD may sometimes seem self-centred,
uncaring and thoughtless. The person’s apparent 		
disregard for the emotional needs of a partner can 		
be particularly hurtful. The natural tendency is for the
partner to feel personally slighted, but they are not
being deliberately wilful or unkind. Being self-centered
is part of the consequences of the loss of mental
flexibility associated with the brain damage due to
the disease.
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They may no longer be able to put themselves in another
person’s shoes or see another’s point of view. They may
genuinely fail to see how their remarks or actions affect
others. Their emotions have changed or ‘blunted’.
The effect of HD on the person’s capacity for sympathy
and empathy for family members can have a devastating
effect on families. Relationships that ought to be mutual
are one sided.
It’s hurtful to have someone with whom you work very
hard for, direct their anger at you to not take it 		
personally. It’s also discouraging to realise no matter
how hard you work, no matter how clever you are,
no matter how deeply you care, the course of the
disease will not change.
The person living with HD has valid reasons for 		
frustration coupled with a neurologically based
impulse control problem; this can create a tendency
to become angry quickly, having a short fuse. This is
the time to give the person space or a wide berth.
Do not attempt to reason, explain or persuade as
this may further antagonise.
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Try to figure out what triggered this angry outburst
so that it can be avoided in the future. People with 		
HD often ‘cool down’ as quickly as they ‘heat up’
then often apologise. Their demands are driven by
damage to the brain caused by the disease.
They may be impatient, unrealistic, angry, selfish, 		
imposing… they may ‘lock-onto’ or ‘get stuck’
on a topic.

Poem from a Carer
I was inspired to write this poem after being

advised to put grief into words so I thought that
others might find it helpful.
Denise

2. Acceptance
Realise you are always grieving as you have lost a loved
one even though you may still be caring for them.

3. Don’t enable
When their frustration starts, take yourself out of the
equation immediately so as to not become a victim.

4. After processing any difficult
situation
Rest the mind! (e.g. Take time out... Get some
fresh air, appreciate nature).

5. Have self-compassion!
When you feel frustrated as a Carer, say to yourself...
“What you’re dealing with is not easy, don’t worry
you’re doing the best you can”.

6. Acknowledge anger
Tell yourself... It’s understandable I feel angry and 		
frustrated because…...

7. Can’t change the circumstances, 		
change your mind-set

Although you’ve gone you’re here!
Thinking back it’s hard to find the memories I hold dear,
The years have flown and now they’ve grown into days
that I now fear,
My heart feels grief, in disbelief…
Although you’ve gone you’re here!
I made a choice, I said, ‘I do’, into my heart I peer,
The things you’ve made, your craft, your trade, your
principles so clear,
My tears they flow, where did you go?
Although you’ve gone you’re here!
As a father you were kind and firm, worked hard
throughout each year,
Now our dear children by our side, support us,
always near,
Their tears too flow; it’s true I know…
Although you’ve gone you’re here!

Hope this is helpful, Warm regards to all carers.

If only I were dreaming, I’d wake up and you’d be there,
No longer turmoil, stress and pain or everyday despair,
My heart does yearn for your return…
Although you’ve gone you’re here!

by Denise, Family Care Giver

Denise

View any amount of respite, no matter how small,
as freedom.
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Thank You for Making a Difference
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Health / Nutrition
Hello Brain: Caring For Carers

Find the positives

The Hello Brain website (http://hellobrain.eu/) and App
(http://hellobrain.eu/en/theapponline) provides easy-tounderstand scientific information about brain health. It has
a section for Carers which provides information on how
the stressful aspects of caring can be minimised and the
positive experiences maximised by looking after your social
and emotional needs and by managing how you respond to
challenging behaviours. Source http://hellobrain.eu/en/
carers

Shift your focus: We have a natural tendency to focus on
the negatives, the things that we find challenging to deal
with, the things that frustrate us and the things that have
been lost. Unfortunately, focusing on the negatives can not
only affect our mood and our ability to care, it can also blind
us to the positive and enjoyable sides of caring. Initially it
takes a bit of effort, but if we shift our focus to the positive
aspects of caring and to the retained, rather than the lost,
functions, it can make the caring experience far less stressful.
Simply paying attention to the good times, the smiles and
the laughter can help you to identify ways to increase the
enjoyable encounters and minimise or modify the challenging
ones.

Taking the stress out of caring
Caring for a loved one can be a very positive and rewarding
experience, but it can also leave you feeling stressed and
isolated, particularly if your loved one is experiencing
emotional or thinking changes.
We know that to stay healthy and function well we need to
make sure that we get enough sleep, eat a balanced diet and
keep physically active. Becoming a carer doesn’t change that,
but the demands of caring can make it a little more difficult to
maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Chats to lose the loneliness
Our brains thrive on positive social connections and social
intimacy. Research shows that being lonely and socially
isolated mean we are at greater risk of depression, anxiety,
dementia and age-related cognitive decline, which can affect
our memory.
But here is the better news – just being able to chat with
trusted friends can make us feel connected and help us to
avoid loneliness. Social interaction can help tackle those
feelings of loneliness and has an added bonus of boosting
our health.
If you are caring for a loved one, it may take an extra
special effort to look after yourself, especially in
the current COVID-19 epidemic. We all miss the way
we interact with family, friends, neighbours and
colleagues but now more than ever it is important
to stay connected (safely). Meeting for a coffee in
the garden or a nearby park, or watching a film /
reading a book at the same time as your pal may
help as temporary solution for now.

Focus on enjoyable activities: Try to spend as much time as
possible doing things that are enjoyable with your loved one
and don’t forget to have fun, share a smile and have a laugh
together. Seeing the funny side can help immensely. For some
people with dementia, the things that they enjoy are the
same as the things that they always enjoyed – for others you
might have to work a little harder to find new activities that
have positive outcomes. For some people, it will be singing –
research shows that music with meaning for the individual can
be really beneficial. For others, it can be taking a walk, petting
a dog or spending time with grandchildren. You may need to
use trial and error to find the right match.
And don’t forget to stimulate the senses: Smells can be
mood shifters and the texture of clothing or blankets can be
calming or irritating. Paying attention to even the smallest
signs of a smile can help you to make adjustments to your
behaviours, to the environment and to the activities that you
choose to engage in in a way that increases enjoyment and
reduces stress.
Be social together: Dementia caregiving can be hard,
especially if you can no longer chat with your loved one like
you did before. Accepting that things won’t be the same as
they were before is a good first step and remembering that
verbal communication is just one way that we can be social
with our loved ones.
Don’t underestimate the benefits that other types of social
interactions, like smiling, laughing, holding hands, hugging,
dancing or moving to music, or even eye contact, can bring to
both of you. It is also really important to remember that your
loved one is still an adult, still your equal, still your partner,
and even though their behaviours at times might seem
childlike, they still will want to be treated as an adult with
dignity and with respect.
Source: http://hellobrain.eu/en/brainhealth/
project?id=find-the-positives
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Getting / Keeping Active
Staying as physical active as possible is good for our general
health and emotional well-being. It is also important in terms
of managing Huntington’s disease symptoms.

Recipe

Spicy Fish Stew

For our general health being physically active helps to:
•
•
•
•
•

build muscle tone and strength
reduce feelings of stress, anxiety and depression
improve the quality of sleep
increase energy levels
boost self-esteem

Keeping safe and social distancing during the coronavirus may
make taking exercise and pursuing activities more difficult.
There are some good resources available online to keep
us motivated. Check out the ‘News’ section on
www.huntingtons.ie for information on resources.

European Huntington’s Disease
Network Exercise
The European Huntington’s Disease Network have shared
information to assist people living with Huntington’s disease
to do some structured exercise every day to help maintain
strength and balance. Their booklet (enclosed) provides some
ideas of exercises that you can do at home. These have been
specifically developed for people with HD. You can also find
videos showing you how to do these exercise by following
these links, https://vimeo.com/289892489
https://vimeo.com/289893681
EHDN recommend choosing at least 2 or 3 exercises from
each section of the booklet: flexibility and warm up; balance
and co-ordination; circuit resistance training; strength training
and the cool down. They suggest that you can do these
exercises 2 to 3 times per day and encourage us to “get up
and walk about as much as you are able”.

Managing Swallowing Difficulties
People living with Huntington’s disease can experience
difficulties eating or drinking. Dysphagia is the medical term
for swallowing difficulties. Some people with dysphagia have
problems swallowing certain foods or liquids.
Signs of swallowing difficulties may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

couching or choking when eating or drinking
bringing food back up, sometimes through the nose
a sensation that food is stuck in your throat or chest
persistent drooling of saliva
being unable to chew food properly
a ‘gurgly’ wet sounding voice when eating or drinking

Over time, swallowing difficulties can also cause symptoms
such as weight loss and repeated chest infections. It is
important to speak to your GP if you are experiencing
swallowing difficulties or weight loss. A Speech and Language
Therapist can carry out a swallowing assessment and offer
advice on managing symptoms.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 tbsp rapeseed oil
2 onions, thinly sliced
3 spring onions, chopped
3 garlic cloves, chopped
1 red chilli, seeded and thinly sliced
few thyme sprigs
2 x 400g cans chopped tomatoes
400ml vegetable bouillon made with 2 tsp
vegetable bouillon powder
2 green peppers, seeded and cut into pieces
160g brown basmati rice
600g cooked and drained red kidney beans, (can be
blended to avoid swallowing difficulties)
handful fresh coriander, chopped,
handful flat-leaf parsley, chopped
550g pack frozen wild salmon , skinned and cut
into large pieces
1 lime, zested

Method
Heat the oil in a large non-stick pan and fry the onions
for 8-10 mins until softened and golden. Add the spring
onions, garlic, chilli and thyme. Cook, stirring, for 1
min. Pour in the tomatoes and bouillon, then stir in the
peppers. Cover and leave to simmer for 15 mins.
Meanwhile, cook the rice according to pack instructions.
Stir in the beans with the coriander and parsley, then
leave to cook gently for another 10 mins until the
peppers are tender. Add the salmon and lime zest and
cook for 4-5 mins until cooked through.
Ladle the stew into two bowls and scatter with
coriander.
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/search/
recipes?query=oily+fish
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